
 

Engineered SPC Floor 
Applying the industry leading stone polymer stabilized base, the innovative Engineered SPC Floor pro-
vides all the benefits of timber flooring including the perceived warmth and cosiness while not damag-
ing any trees. 

The environmentally friendly flooring solution uses high quality décor film on top of the SPC core, or rig-
id core, to imitate the same feeling from authentic wooden floors. 

Our SPC flooring encompasses 8 colour options to offer the warmth as often described with timber 
floors. Lighter and natural colours are exceptional in expanding the spaciousness of interior while darker 
colours can provide additional characteristic to the design of the house. 



White Sand Oak 001 Grey Oak 002 

Sandy Oak 004 
Blackbutt 003 



Rebel Oak 005 Spotted Gum 006 

Chocolate Oak 004 Dark Oak 007 



PLANK SIZE 
 

1530 x  183 x  5.5mm 

BOX (10PCS) 
 

2.85 Sqm 

Benefits of SPC floors 

The unorthodox SPC flooring solution comes with benefits that traditional wooden floor can-

not compete. The rigid core technology is 100% waterproof while being able to withstand 

dropped objects. SPC is also temperature- and climate-proof as it will not expand or contract 

in extreme temperatures and do not require acclimatization. 

The overlaid dual protection layers offer unprecedented scratch resistance that is even pet-

proof. Extending the protection of our ecosystem and customers, our engineered SPC floor is 

formaldehyde free. 

Environmentally friendly “timber” floor 

Based on the SPC rigid core layer, the décor film sits on a stable, waterproof and highly dura-

ble base while showcasing the texture and colour expected from authentic timber floors. The 

naturalness from the décor film is protected from wear and tear and discolouration with a 

ceramic matt UV coating and a durable wear layer. 

Pre-installed acoustic cork below the SPC layer acts as both sound dampening and flexible 

layer for installing on upper levels and minor rough surfaces. Our fast and secure clip locking 

system with drop lock on the ends simplifies the installation process. Our innovative solution 

offers all the benefits of and above actual timber floors while being more affordable as well. 

Our quality assurance 

All our SPC rigid core flooring comes with lifetime residential warranty and 10-year commer-

cial warranty with our quality also assured by the Australasian Timber Flooring Association. 

Our innovative SPC flooring can be used in a range of scenarios. Learn how can our rigid core 

solution benefit your next build by contacting us or visiting our Melbourne office. 


